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TheThe  BeginningBeginning  (1995(1995--2002)2002)


 

TheThe
 

useuse
 

ofof
 

benzodiazepinesbenzodiazepines
 

(Bz) (Bz) waswas
 

reducedreduced
 

withwith
 96,4% in 96,4% in oneone

 
unit.unit.


 

TheThe
 

reductionreduction
 

waswas
 

60% in 60% in otherother
 

units.units.


 

The use of antipsychotic medication did also decrease. The use of antipsychotic medication did also decrease. 


 

NADA NADA waswas
 

usedused
 

from from thethe
 

latelate
 

1997.1997.
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Sygeplejersken maj 1996 (28)
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Major Major sideeffectssideeffects
 

and and withdrawalwithdrawal
 

symptomessymptomes
 from from benzodiazepinesbenzodiazepines

1.1.
 

AnxietyAnxiety
2.2.

 
Sleep disordersSleep disorders

3.3.
 

Cognitive Cognitive changeschanges
4.4.

 
AddictionAddiction

5.5.
 

A A numbernumber
 

ofof
 

psycologicalpsycological
 

and and fysicalfysical
 

problems      problems      
(f. ex. Aggression and depression)(f. ex. Aggression and depression)
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FeedFeed
 

back from patients back from patients onon
 a a psychiatricpsychiatric

 
hospital hospital 



 
BetterBetter

 
sleepsleep



 
Less restless Less restless 



 
Less Less anxietyanxiety



 
NADA reduces NADA reduces medicationmedication



 
TheThe

 
withdrawalwithdrawal--symptomssymptoms

 
areare

 
treatedtreated

 
more more effectivelyeffectively

 
whenwhen

 
thethe

 NADA NADA ProtocolProtocol
 

is is usedused
 

in in thethe
 

procesproces

QuestionaireQuestionaire, Amtshospitalet i Nyk, Amtshospitalet i Nykøøbing Sj., 2000bing Sj., 2000
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HolbHolbæækk--projektet projektet (2002(2002--2006)2006)


 

Anxiety (>15 on Hamilton anxietyAnxiety (>15 on Hamilton anxiety--scale)scale)


 
””Double blindDouble blind””


 

NADA twice a week in 8 weeks.NADA twice a week in 8 weeks.


 
MagneticMagnetic

 
palletspallets

 
on Heart on Heart ©©

 
and Shen Menand Shen Men


 

Hamilton, GAF and GlobalHamilton, GAF and Global--score score repeatetrepeatet
 

afterafter
 3 and 6 3 and 6 monthsmonths..


 

Result:Result:
 

70% less anxiety in the treatment group 70% less anxiety in the treatment group 
compared to the control group measured on compared to the control group measured on 
Hamilton Anxiety Scale.Hamilton Anxiety Scale.
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Hamilton angst rating 

scale:           
Gennemsnitsresultater:        
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Hamilton           
Procentvis symptomforbedring:      
           

% 
Aktiv 

behandling:     Ikke-aktiv behandling:  
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ShengSheng--
 

og Koog Ko--cykluscyklus 
 
 
   

Ild 
 

Shen Men 
 

Jord 
 

Sympatikus
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Metal 
 

Lunge 
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Wood Earth
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NADANADA--protocol treats Yin protocol treats Yin XuXu

Adrenalin                 GABA

Stress                   Control

Aggression        Cognitive functions

Withdrawal symptoms       Blood 

YANG YIN
Yin YangYang Yin

ADHD

Violence and 
aggression

Psycosis

Sleeping disorders

Anxiety

Stress
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SomeSome
 

sideside--effectseffects
 

and and 
withdrawalwithdrawal--symptomessymptomes

 
from from 

benzodiazepinesbenzodiazepines

Yin Xu Symptomes 
 

Withdrawal-symptomes 
from Bz 

Anxiety Anxiety 
Sleeping disorders Sleeping disorders 
Aggression and anger Aggression and anger 
Cognitive changes Cognitive changes 
Hot flushes Hot flushes 
Depression Depression 
Muscle tension, restlessness Muscle tension, restlessness 
Siezures Siezures 
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Yin Xu and pathological changesYin Xu and pathological changes


 

Autonomic systemAutonomic system


 
BloodBlood


 

Endocrine gland (hyperactivity or atrophy)Endocrine gland (hyperactivity or atrophy)


 
Cortisol Cortisol 


 

Tyrosine (adrenaline and dopamine)Tyrosine (adrenaline and dopamine)


 
GABA GABA 


 

Plasma adrenaline Plasma adrenaline 

How real is Chinese medicineHow real is Chinese medicine’’s diagnostic model?s diagnostic model? Charles Buck, York, 2002Charles Buck, York, 2002..
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Official recommandations in DenmarkOfficial recommandations in Denmark

BenzodiazepinesBenzodiazepines::


 

HypnoticaHypnotica
 

(for (for anxietyanxiety):):
 

11--2 weeks (max.).2 weeks (max.).


 

AnxiolyticaAnxiolytica
 

(for (for betterbetter
 

sleepsleep): 4 weeks (max).): 4 weeks (max).


 

Alternative solutions are first Alternative solutions are first choicechoice
 

solution.solution.

Danish National Danish National HealthHealth
 

BoardBoard, Dec. 1995, Dec. 1995
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Aftrapning af Benzodiazepiner under dække af øreakupunktur. 
 
 
 
10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0 

                                                                                                                              ? uger 
  

 
              

Withdrawal symptoms from benzodiazepines and 

the use of the NADA protocol

Time

Symptoms
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DualDual
 

diagnose patientdiagnose patient

Symptoms                Number of treatments/score (0-10) 
 0  3 6 9 12 

Aggression 8 5 5 4 3 
Tension 10 8 6 6 5 
Sleep 6 3 0 0 0 
Craving 10 8 5 3 0 
Restlessness 5 5 7 4 2 
Feeling depressed 10 9 7 7 5 

 

NADA-treatments:
 

5 times a week.

Medication:
 

Methadone, anti
 

psychotic
 

medicine
 

and 
four

 
differents

 
kinds of

 
benzodiazepines

 
plus sleeping

 tablets (also
 

Bz-type)
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ReboundRebound

Kilde: TUB-projektet Warberg Kommune 1993-1996

Side 144
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Long term withdrawal symptomsLong term withdrawal symptoms

SymptomSymptom TimeTime

 Anxiety and stressAnxiety and stress Months to year. Culminates after about 6 weeks.Months to year. Culminates after about 6 weeks.

DepressionDepression Months. Antidepressiv treatment may help some. Months. Antidepressiv treatment may help some. 
But for other patients it make the symptoms But for other patients it make the symptoms 
worseworse..

Disturbance of the sensesDisturbance of the senses Months to years. Some symptoms may never Months to years. Some symptoms may never 
disappear.disappear.

Sleep disordersSleep disorders 66--12 months.12 months.

Cognitive dysfunctionCognitive dysfunction Months to year. Slowly recovery.Months to year. Slowly recovery.

Kilde: Benzoinfo, 2004

This

 
can

 
be

 
treated

 
with

 
NADA and/or

 
magnetic

 
ear

 
pallets
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NADA and NADA and BenzodiazepinesBenzodiazepines
 

(Bz)(Bz)


 

NADA treats Yin Xu (the main TCMNADA treats Yin Xu (the main TCM--pattern pattern 
among benzodiazepine users)among benzodiazepine users)


 

NADA NADA reducereduce
 

most of the most of the sideside--effectseffects
 

and and 
withdrawalwithdrawal--symptomssymptoms

 
associated with Bz.associated with Bz.


 

NADA have a positive effect on sleep, NADA have a positive effect on sleep, 
anxiety, memory, aggression, restlesness, anxiety, memory, aggression, restlesness, 
stress, depression and relapse.stress, depression and relapse.


 

NADA can be used in the whole process of NADA can be used in the whole process of 
treatment.treatment.
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20092009


 

The health programme of Copenhagen City wants The health programme of Copenhagen City wants 
to incorporate NADA from 2010. to incorporate NADA from 2010. 


 

Hospitals are getting interested in NADA to treat Hospitals are getting interested in NADA to treat 
withdrawalwithdrawal--symptoms.symptoms.


 

A psychiatric hospitals are showing new interest. A psychiatric hospitals are showing new interest. 


 
One hospital wants to use nonOne hospital wants to use non--medication medication 
methods. They have chosen NADA as their key methods. They have chosen NADA as their key 
program.program.


 

Evidence will be collected from all over Denmark.Evidence will be collected from all over Denmark.
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DualDual
 

diagnose patientdiagnose patient

Symptoms                Number of treatments/score (0-10) 
 0  3 6 9 12 

Aggression 8 5 5 4 3 
Tension 10 8 6 6 5 
Sleep 6 3 0 0 0 
Craving 10 8 5 3 0 
Restlessness 5 5 7 4 2 
Feeling depressed 10 9 7 7 5 
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Mette WiinbladMette Wiinblad

Strategies for Optimizing the Strategies for Optimizing the 
Use of the NADA Protocol in Use of the NADA Protocol in 

DenmarkDenmark
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WhyWhy
 

is is therethere
 

a a needneed
 

ofof
 

optimizingoptimizing
 

thethe
 

useuse
 ofof

 
thethe

 
NADA NADA protocolprotocol

 
in Denmark?in Denmark?

SometimesSometimes
 

thethe
 

fullfull
 

potential potential ofof
 

NADA is not NADA is not usedused..
ThisThis

 
is due to:is due to:


 

StaffStaff
 

rotation.rotation.


 
NADA is a NADA is a challengechallenge

 
to to thethe

 
conventionalconventional

 system.system.


 
SometimesSometimes

 
NADA is NADA is usedused

 
to to reducereduce

 
symptoms symptoms 

onlyonly
 

and not as a and not as a crucialcrucial
 

part part ofof
 

thethe
 

treatmenttreatment
 proces.proces.
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KeyKey  elementselements


 

NADANADA--trainingtraining


 

EE--mail, web and phone servicemail, web and phone service


 

FollowFollow--up visitsup visits


 

SupervisionSupervision
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NADANADA--trainingtraining


 

The training is divided into two parts. The training is divided into two parts. 


 
The last part takes place after three months of The last part takes place after three months of 
practise. practise. 


 

The implementation of NADA becomes more The implementation of NADA becomes more 
solid. solid. 
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EE--mail, web and phone servicemail, web and phone service


 

Hotline. We encourage the NADAHotline. We encourage the NADA--practitioners practitioners 
to mail or phone us about any kind of treatment to mail or phone us about any kind of treatment 
related questions.  related questions.  


 

FAQ at NADAFAQ at NADA--DenmarkDenmark´́ss
 

website. website. 


 
Newsletter.Newsletter.


 

Letters and webLetters and web--links with information links with information 
especially for administrators.especially for administrators.
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FollowFollow--up visitsup visits


 

We offer to visit the different programs. We offer to visit the different programs. 


 
We find and encourage coordinators. We find and encourage coordinators. 


 

We help the staff to solve problems related to We help the staff to solve problems related to 
their practise. their practise. 


 

The potential of NADA becomes more visible The potential of NADA becomes more visible 
to patients, staff, administrators and relatives.to patients, staff, administrators and relatives.
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FollowFollow--upup
 

visitsvisits


 

YMCAYMCA


 
12 step programs 12 step programs 


 

PsychiatricPsychiatric
 

unitsunits


 
ADHDADHD


 

EatingEating
 

disordersdisorders


 
Social Social psychiatrypsychiatry


 

Mimers brMimers brøønd (nd (refugeesrefugees))
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YMCA

Social 

Work

Programe

Kristlig Dagblad

25. August 2008
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FollowFollow--upup
 

visitsvisits


 

YMCAYMCA


 
12 step programs 12 step programs 


 

PsychiatricPsychiatric
 

unitsunits


 
ADHDADHD


 

EatingEating
 

disordersdisorders


 
Social Social psychiatrypsychiatry


 

Mimers brMimers brøønd (nd (refugeesrefugees))
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SupervisionSupervision


 

The supervision is case orientated. The supervision is case orientated. 


 
Supervision is offered typically twice a year.Supervision is offered typically twice a year.


 

The request of supervision is increasing. The request of supervision is increasing. 


 
Helps the programs to keep the focus on the Helps the programs to keep the focus on the 
potential of NADA.potential of NADA.
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